XOP Safe and cost effective power solution for the classroom

Improved Child Safety
- Low voltage power outlets keep children away from dangerous voltages
- Less and easier cable management

Enhanced Educational Experience
- Power available without student distraction
- Enables optimal classroom configuration

XO Investment Protection
- Reduce the risk of XO damage from wire tripping
- Power adapters stay safely at home
- Increase battery life expectancy

A child friendly daisy chainable XO power adapter with four low voltage outlets that requires only one wall socket to power a classroom of XOs

Contact josh@laptop.org for more information
**XOP Rack** *Safe, convenient, compact and cost effective*

Charge all your XOs in one place, using just one power outlet

- Easily assembles and disassembles – requiring no tools
- Connects together to produce a large charging station
- Can be secured down for additional robustness
- Conceals unwanted cables

Contact josh@laptop.org for more information

Charge 24 XOs with
1 Wall Socket, 6 XOPs and 5 Racks
**XOP Bundles**  
A classroom power solution in a box

### Distributed

Everything you need to offer power at the sitting locations of 24 students. All you need is a single wall socket

- 6 x XOP
- Mounting screws
- 7 x 3m C13/C14 IEC Extender Cable
- 1 x Surge Protector
- 1 x 3m mains plug to C13 IEC

### Rack

Everything you need to create a charging rack for 24 XOs. All you need is a single wall socket

- 6 x XOP
- 5 x XOP Rack
- Mounting screws
- 1 x Surge Protector
- 1 x 3m mains plug to C13 IEC

Contact josh@laptop.org for more information